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• Challenges of Research on Cultural Heritage online
• Precondition: Open Access
• Research Cooperation between CAS and MPG
• Research Environment
– Data Acquisition
– Tool Development 
– Working with Sources
– Dissemination
• Scholarly Workbench for the Humanities
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Research on Cultural Heritage Online
• research across disciplines, 
time periods, cultures and 
languages
• hyperlinks between data create 
new meaningful data
• multiple usage of primary 
sources and scholarly data
• types of primary sources define 
and form cross-disciplinary 
standards
• contextualization and scholarly 
work create added value
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Current Situation of
Cultural Heritage on the Internet
• lack of cultural heritage content
• lack of quality
• lack of cultural techniques
• lack of background data 
• lack of infrastructure
• lack of interfaces
• lack of interoperability
• lack of longterm stability
Open Access to Primary Sources,
Scholarly Data and Tools
• online availability of sources, scholarly metadata and research results
• enabling collaborative work
• immediate verification of scholarly interpretation
• creating a new situation for peer reviewing
• preservation of cultural heritage
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Open access journal of CDLI
with hyperlinks to sources
Research Cooperation between CAS and MPG:
Working in Partner Groups
• since more than 35 years, scientific cooperation between
the Chinese Academy of Sciences  and the Max Planck Society
• partner groups as model for research cooperation:
Chinese and German scholars working together in common research 
projects
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President Lu Yongxiang, CAS and
Prof. Jürgen Renn, MPIWG 
inaugurating the partner group, 2001
Partner group workshop, 2007Partner group workshop, 2006
Common Research Projects
• “Development of Mechanical Knowledge 
in China”
– cross-cultural studies in the long-term 
development of mechanical knowledge 
in China from antiquity to the early 
modern period
• ”Borderlines & Intersections:
Knowledge Spheres in Pre-Modern China, 
10th - 18th Centuries” 
– studies on perception, transmission and 
evaluation of technical knowledge in 
pre-modern China in the period from 
the Song to the mid-Qing Dynasty
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Simple machine, (cover of Yuan xi 
qi qi tu shuo lu zui, 1627)
Clepsydra, ancient 
water clock, 27 BC
Open Access Research Environments:
the example “European Cultural Heritage 
Online” (ECHO)
• representations of cultural heritage made 
openly available:
– ca. 675,000 high resolution images; 
9 multilingual dictionaries;
transcriptions of ca. 57,500 texts;
databases with more than 250,000 items;
240 video sequences
• technology development:
– development of open source tools (XML-
based language technology for annotation, 
morphological analysis, search, and 
dictionary access, image server, annotation 
tools for multimedia)
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Graphical overview on the ECHO content
• ECHO Website:
– http://www.echo-project.eu
– top on Google search for European cultural heritage
– starting point for including cultural heritage in the open access movement (Berlin 
Declaration)
Relevant Ancient Chinese
and Western Sources Available
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• www.echo-project.eu
– Chinese sources
– sources on the history of mechanics
– sources on Jesuit sciences
– sources on the history of mathematics
– sources on the history of cosmology
– sources on scientific revolutions
• ca. 750 books and manuscripts
– ca. 350 authors
– in several languages (Arabic, Chinese, 
Dutch, English, French, German, Italian, 
Japanese, Latin, Spanish)
– ranging from 15th to 20th century
• c . 250,000 high esolution images
Suzhou Stele Planisphere of the Southern 
Song Dynasty, around 1190 AD
• acquisition of primary sources in adequate digital quality 
(>300 dpi, color)
– digitization of  books, manuscripts, maps,  photos, 
architectural drawings, etc.
– digitization of 3D-objects, e.g.  archeological 
artefacts
• digitization campaigns (worldwide)
Acquisition of Sources: Images
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book scanner
3D-scanning of cuneiform tablets at the University of Jena, Germany
Tool Development: Image Manipulation
• development of tools and 
workflows for analysis and 
presentation of primary 
sources
• open access to sources 
and tools
• image viewer 
• manipulation for scholarly 
purposes
– support for 
transcriptions and 
editing
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Leibniz on optics, manuscript 17th century, showing 
construction lines,  watermarks and seal
• fulltext production
– optical character recognition 
and postproduction by 
researchers
– transcriptions commissioned 
to specialized companies
– transcriptions done by 
researchers
Acquisition of Sources: Texts
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left: Example of xml fulltext of a Chinese source
right: Formax Beijing
Tool Development: Texts
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Working environment presenting digitized source with xml text, image 
with marker and corresponding URL for referencing
• presentation of image 





– verification of text 
transcription
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Working environment with digitized and 
morphological analyzed full text, linked with 
dictionary
Working with Sources





– text structuring 
(editing xml-texts)
– referencing
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ECHO working environment: comparison 
of digitized images with full text 
transcription, translations and scholarly 
commentaries
Visualization of Historical Data
• historical data referring to time 
periods, specific dates or 
geographical locations
• example historical travel 
description: 
extraction of locations named in 
the text, places along a travel 
route and manufactories of the 
time
• prototype system ChinaGIS:
– based on GoogleMaps combined 
with specific research databases
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Song Yingxing, Tian gong Kai wu, 1637
Dissemination of Research Results
• the traditional way: printed book 
as aim
• obstacles 
– high dissemination costs
– space limitations
– format limitations
– high barriers for open access
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Cover of  
Matteo Valleriani, Galileo Engineer, 2010
Dissemination of Research Results
• the modern way: online article 
with immediate access to research 
environment 
– sources and data openly on 
the Internet
– permanent, modifiable
– possibility of hyperlinking and 
integration into semantic 
networks
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Online article with hyperlinks 
to source texts and scholarly 
data  on the Internet
Dissemination of Research Results
• the future perspective
– sources and commentary with additional 
print on demand
• workflow combining current status of 
research results with online sources
• free download as e-publication book 
with creative commons license
• additional print on demand service
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Print on demand: complete digitized 
source text and scholarly commentary
Scholarly Workbench for the Humanities
• development of a comprehensive open access infrastructure
– generalization of advanced, research driven developments of single 
projects at individual research institutes
– modular, open, interactive, simple
– pilot project ECHO
• realization with support of the Max Planck Digital Library:
project “eSciDoc”
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